Hints for
Heart
Health

Be more active...
for heart health!
Make activity a heart-healthy habit
If you have or are at risk for heart disease, you may need to be more active. Physical activity may help you
keep from getting heart disease, delay its onset, or even improve your condition. But before starting an
exercise program, talk to your doctor about what level of activity is right for you.
For many people, your goal should be 30 minutes of moderate-intensity exercise on most or all days.
Getting into this heart-healthy habit may be easier than you think! You can:
• Walk a mile in 15 minutes
• Ride a bicycle
• Play tennis
• Take exercise classes
• Do housework or yard work

Work up to your goal
After you and your doctor agree what level of exercise is right for you:
• Start with 10 minutes a day, 3 days a week.
• Slowly increase to at least 30 minutes every day.
• If you cannot get 30 minutes all at once, break your activity into smaller time periods.
• Set aside time to be active.
• Choose an activity you enjoy, and keep doing it.

Think of ways to be more active
If you often…
Read a magazine during your lunch break
Search for the closest parking space
Take the elevator
Sit at the kitchen table and talk with a friend
Watch TV from your chair or couch

Try this instead…
Take a walk
Choose a parking space far away from the entrance
Take the stairs
Take a walk with your friend
Ride a stationary bike or walk in place

You may want to track your progress to see how well you are doing. This may help you stay with your program.

This information is not meant to replace your doctor's advice.
Be sure to talk with your doctor about what activities are safe for you.
Ask about healthy eating and other heart-healthy changes you can make.
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